FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AIDAR’s LMS platform is using 5G to revolutionise the traditional training market

August 12th, 2021, Florida, USA – Nonvoice is pleased to announce today that they have entered into
a representation agreement with AIDAR. The world’s first 5G app agency welcomes the AIDAR
platform to its Enterprise offering with their innovative solution that provides employee training
support using the new technologies of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR).

The AIDAR platform enables companies to build their training and knowledge program in virtual and
augmented reality including creating courses, taking tests as well as developing whole training
stations that fully replicate the physical work environment. Customers who use the platform can
measure a team’s performance in the 3D environment utilizing a range of easy-to- use 3D tutorials.
They can even send parts of technical documentation straight to staff on their AR glasses or mobile
phone.

“We designed our platform to be fully equipped with whatever functionality a customer needs such
as voice, video communication, augmented interactions like a whiteboard and 3D scanning etc. Our
aim was to bring the long-established training market into the 21st century and beyond by utilizing
5G technologies. Our service is also easy for companies to transition to and start using from day
one,” explains Aidar CTO, Marek Carbon.

Nonvoice has seen an upsurge in video specific applications over the last few months. “Video is
definitely an area where developers are capitalizing on the new possibilities made available with 5G
including removing the latency issues of 4G stopped are helping this medium achieve its full. With
5G the skies the limit and we look forward to seeing more emerging video technologies such as this
innovative solution from AIDAR coming onto the market,” added Nonvoice CEO and Founder, Simon
Buckingham.

Just some of the ways that Aidar is currently working with customers is to create a Digital Twin of
their current training station. This means that all tangible production processes (procedures, duties

and activities of employees) are transferred into a virtual reality space. Building an error database
can be then created using Artificial Intelligence for quality assurance and feedback. This platform has
only just scratched the surface of what is possible. Employee training will never be the same again.

-endsAbout Nonvoice Agency
Nonvoice Agency is a network of agents searching for the best advanced consumer and enterprise
5G apps from around the world. The agency connects app developers with distributors and investors
who then help accelerate the adoption and deployment of their application. Nonvoice Agency
provides an ecosystem of key parties dedicated to the 5G value chain and the future benefits that
these services will bring to the world.
Founder, Simon Buckingham, is available for expert commentary on 5G applications.
For more information visit: www.nonvoice.com

About Aidar
Aidar’s LMS platform uses the advantages of augmented reality within the training function. We
move production lines, manufactured components as well as entire factories and companies into the
virtual world. This provides employees with a chance for faster and stress-free training.
For more information visit: http://www.aidar.app

